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1. Introduction. Properties closely related to compactness have long been of

interest to topologists. In this paper we will consider a collection of properties

related to the observation that if a compact Hausdorff space X is embedded in a

Hausdorff space Y, the image of X is always a closed subspace of Y. This property

was first investigated by Alexandroff and Urysohn [2] in 1924, and such spaces are

called H-closed. In 1940, Katëtov [13] studied minimal Hausdorff spaces and ob-

served that these are precisely the spaces which are //-closed and semiregular.

Bourbaki [9] noted that the //-closed property (called by him "absolutely

closed") is equivalent for a Hausdorff space Jfto this property:

Z/(i) Every open filter base on X has a nonvoid adherence ;

and that the minimal Hausdorff property is equivalent to this property:

H(h) Every open filter base which has a unique adherent point converges to that

point.

Recently, Scarborough and Stone [19] studied non-Hausdorff spaces which

satisfy properties /7(i) and //(ii).

A family of sets whose union is dense in X will be called aproxímate cover of X.

Alexandroff observed that a Hausdorff space is absolutely closed if and only if

every open cover of X has a finite proximate subcover. If we remove the Hausdorff

hypothesis in this characterization of absolutely closed, we get a class of spaces

which we will call quasi H-closed in analogy to the Bourbaki usage of the term

quasi compact. These spaces are studied in §2 of this paper, and it is noted that they

are identical to the J7(i) spaces of Scarborough and Stone.

In [13], Katëtov showed that any Hausdorff space X could be densely embedded

in an //-closed space X* having the property that each bounded, real valued

continuous function on Xcan be extended to X*. X* is the Katëtov extension of X.

Although A'* is the //-closed analogue of the Stone-Cech compactification, it is

compact only if X is compact. Banaschewski [6] introduced the notion of a pro-

jective maximum in a set 9t of extensions of X; an extension Y in 31 is a projective

maximum in 9( if for each Z in 91 there is a continuous function from Y onto Z
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which leaves .Vpointwise fixed. In §3 we prove an analogue of Urysohn's lemma for

77-closed Urysohn spaces (a space is Urysohn if distinct points have disjoint closed

neighborhoods). In §4 we show that the Katëtov extension is a projective maximum

in the class of 77-closed extensions, answering a question raised by Alexandroff

in [1]. We are informed by the referee that this result has been obtained inde-

pendently by C. T. Liu in essentially the same manner. Since Liu's paper will no

doubt have appeared by the time this is in print, we have, at the referee's suggestion,

omitted most of the details of this proof. In §5 we develop the relationship between

the operations of forming the Katëtov extension and forming the semiregularization

of a topological space. Also, in §5 a question by Berri [7] as to whether every

Hausdorff space can be embedded in a minimal Hausdorff space is answered in the

affirmative. We are informed by the referee that G. Strecker, in his dissertation, has

shown by a different argument that every Hausdorff space can be embedded as a

closed subspace of a minimal Hausdorff space.

Banaschewski [3] and [5] has shown that among completely regular spaces only

the compact spaces have the Stone-Weierstrass property and that a noncompact,

completely regular space can be densely embedded in another noncompact space

which has the Stone-Weierstrass property. This extension is a subspace of the

Katëtov extension. These results motivated Alexandroff [1] to ask whether the

Katëtov extension has the Stone-Weierstrass property; and motivated Ponomarev

[1, p. 54] to ask whether every noncompact completely regular space has a non-

compact 77-closed extension with the Stone-Weierstrass property. These questions

are answered in §6. We are indebted to the referee for calling our attention to [10]

in which Flachsmeyer obtains (by entirely different methods) essentially the same

answers to the questions of Ponomarev and Alexandroff. Our Theorem 6.8 is a bit

stronger than Flachsmeyer's Satz 18 which assumes semiregularity.

Concerning notation, we will use t(A) to denote the closure of A in the topology r

on the set X, in place of the more common symbol A, whenever more than one

topology on X is under consideration. If A c B c C, we will denote by rB the relative

topology induced by t on 7i, hence rB(A) will denote the closure of A in 7i. Similarly,

the symbols A° and int, (A) will denote the interior of A ; and a(A) and ax(A) will

denote the interior of the closure of A. For any subset A of X, t<4> denotes the

set of T-open neighborhoods of A. (For a point x of X, t<x> = t<{x}>.) A r-filter ¿F

is a filter in the lattice t, that is, a nonvoid subfamily of t such that (1) A, B e !F

=- A nBeß" aná(2) A e^,B er, B=> A => B e i5! A free filter is a filter with void

adherence.

2. Quasi 77-closure and semiregularity. This section is basically a catalog of

useful facts about quasi 77-closed and semiregular spaces. Proofs are omitted as

they are either easily demonstrated or well known.

A space X is quasi H-closed if every open cover has a finite proximate subcover.

A subspace A of a space X with topology t is quasi H-closed relative to X if each
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T-open family which covers A has a finite subfamily whose union is r-dense in A.

Unlike compactness, quasi //-closure is not an absolute property in that a subspace

A of X can be quasi //-closed relative to X without being quasi //-closed (for

example, let A be the points c¡ and a in [7, Example 1.5]), however, if A is quasi

//-closed, it is clearly quasi //-closed relative to X.

(2.1) The closure of a quasi //-closed subspace is quasi //-closed.

(2.2) In a quasi //-closed space, the closure of an open subset is quasi //-closed.

(2.3) If A and B are quasi //-closed subsets of X, so is A u B.

An unsolved problem is to find a necessary and sufficient condition for a subset

of an /7-closed space to be //-closed. It is of course necessary that the subset be

closed, and a sufficient condition is given by the next fact.

(2.4) If A is a closed subset of a quasi //-closed space X, and if the boundary of

A is quasi //-closed, then so is A.

(2.5) Let X be Hausdorff and A be //-closed relative to X. For each y in X-A,

there is an open set Uy such that A c r(Uy) c X—{y}. In particular, A = f) T(Uy) for

y in X— A ; hence, A is closed in X.

A point p of X is a semiregular point if the regular open neighborhoods of p

(U is regular open if a(U) = U) are a neighborhood base at p. X is semiregular if

each point is semiregular. p is a T2-point (or X is locally T2 at p) if the intersection

of the closed neighborhoods of p is {/?}. Let U(X) denote the set of points in X

which are the unique adherent points of some T-filter.

(2.6) X is //(i) if and only if X is quasi //-closed.

(2.7) If X is //(ii) and U(A") is nonvoid, then X is quasi //-closed.

(2.8) \îp e U(X), then {p} = {p}. If U(X) = X, then Xis 7\.

(2.9) If X is //(ii), then every r2-point of A" is a semiregular point.

(2.10) If A" is compact, then A" is //(ii).

(2.11) If X is quasi //-closed and each point of U(A") is semiregular, then X is

//(ii).

The converse of (2.11) is false as the following example shows. Let X be the

closed interval [—1, 1] of the real line (in the usual topology) with a point p

adjoined. The sets {{/?} u (0, 1/n) | n= 1, 2,...} are a neighborhood base at p. X is

compact and therefore //(ii). {(—1/n, 0) | n= 1,2,...} is an open filter base with 0

as unique adherent point, but A"is neither T2 nor semiregular at 0.

(2.12) //(i) is preserved by continuous maps.

Since the family of regular open sets is closed under finite intersections [12] and

covers X, it is a base for a smaller, semiregular topology ts on X, called the semi-

regularization of r.

(2.13) If Ue r, t(U) = ts(U) and a,(t/) = <*,,(£/) [9, p. 160].

(2.14) If U and Fare disjoint r-open sets, so are a(U) and a(V) [9, p. 193].

(2.15) If Fis regular and/: A"-> y is continuous when A" has topology r, then/

is continuous when A" has topology ts [13].

(2.16) If (AT, t) is //-closed (or H(i)), then (X, t.) is minimal Hausdorff (or //(ii)).
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(2.17) If (X, t) is 77-closed and Urysohn, then (X, ts) is compact [13]; hence, a

regular 77-closed space is compact.

3. 77-closed Urysohn spaces. An /7-closed, Urysohn space need not be compact

as illustrated by the subspace {c¡, atj, a} [7, Example 1.5]. Recall that a space is

completely Hausdorff if every pair of points can be separated by a continuous

function.

Theorem 3.1. Let X be an H-closed Urysohn space, M be H-closed relative to X

and p $ M. Then one can find neighborhoods ofp and of M with disjoint closures.

Proof. The standard argument used to show a compact Hausdorff space is

regular can be used to construct disjoint open neighborhoods U of p and V of M.

Since t(V) is quasi /7-closed relative to X (by (2.2)), the construction may be

repeated with M replaced by r(V) to complete the proof.

Theorem 3.2. Let (X, t) be an H-closed Urysohn space and A a subset. These are

equivalent :

(a) A is H-closed relative to X,

(b) X— A is rs-open, and

(c) A is compact in (X, ts).

Proof. The proof is straightforward and is omitted.

Theorem 3.3. Let (X, t) be an H-closed Urysohn space, and M and N be disjoint

subsets which are H-closed relative to X. Then

(a) there is a real-valued continuous function f on (X, t) which takes the value 0

on M and 1 on N,

(b) M and N have disjoint neighborhoods, and

(c) (X, t) is completely Hausdorff.

Proof, (c) and (b) follow from (a) which follows from 3.2(c).

4. Katëtov extension. Recall that ( Y, o) is an extension of (X, t) if X<= Y,

ox = t, and o(X) = Y. For any topological property P, a P-extension is an extension

with that property. Let (Y, <r) be an extension of (X, t). For each y in Y—X, let

Af(y) be the trace on X of the filter o(y}, and for U in t let

I{U) = {yeY-X\UeAr(y)}.

This set I(U) will also be denoted by I(U, o) when necessary to single out (Y, o-)

from other extensions of X which are also being considered.

Lemma 4.1. Let ( Y, a) be an extension of (X, t) and U, Ver.

(a) I(U)<=o(U)-X.

(b) I(U)nI(V)=I(Un V).

(c) U n V= 0 if and only if(U u I(U)) n(Ku I(V))=0.

(d) For Weo, W<=(W n X) u I(Wn X).
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(e) UuI(U)ea.

(f) For each Weo, o(Wn X) = o(W).

Proof. The proof is straightforward and is omitted.

If Y and Z are extensions of X, Y is projectively larger than Z (written Y>Z) if

there is a continuous function from F onto Z which leaves A"pointwisefixed. Fand

Z are isomorphic if there is a homeomorphism of F onto Z which leaves A"pointwise

fixed. This fact is well known.

(4.2) If Y and Z are Hausdorff extensions of X, they are isomorphic if and only

if 7>ZandZ> Y.

A Hausdorff extension y of A" is a projective maximum in a set <f> of Hausdorff

extensions of X if it is projectively larger than each Z in </>. By (4.2), projective

maximums, if they exist, are unique.

We now sketch the construction of the Katëtov extension [13], as this construc-

tion enters into the proofs of subsequent theorems.

Let X* be obtained from the Hausdorff space X by adjoining a set I(X) of

"ideal points"—one point (denoted p(^)) for each free r-ultrafilter &. For each

x in X, t(x} is a base for the ^-neighborhoods of x, while a base for the r*-

neighborhoods of the ideal point p(^) is obtained by adjoining/?(J*") to each set in

&. The space (A"*, t*) is //-closed and contains A" as a dense open subset. It is

called the Katëtov extension of (A7, t) and is analogous to the Stone-Cech com-

pactification in that every bounded continuous real function on X can be extended

to A"*. For M in X*, denote int,. (M) by int* (M), az.(M) by a*(M), Mnlby

AfxandM-A"byM2.

Theorem 4.3. Let X* be the Katëtov extension of X.

(a) For M<= X*, int* (M) = (intz (MO) u (M2 n /(intt (Mx))).

(b) For U in r*, T*(t7) = r('71) u /(i/x) and I(U1) = t*(U1)-X.

(c) For Uin r, I(U) = I(az(U)).

(d) For Ver*, a*(U) = at(U1) u /(tVi).

Proof. The proof is straightforward and is omitted.

Alexandroff [1, p. 52] wondered if there is a projective maximum among the

//-closed extensions of a Hausdorff space X. Partial results have been obtained in

this direction by Fomin [11] and Katëtov [14]. The next theorem resolves this

problem.

Theorem 4.4. The Katëtov extension (X*, t*) is a projective maximum among the

H-closed extensions of a Hausdorff space (X, r).

Proof. It suffices to show how to construct a continuous function from X* to

hX, where (hX, h) is any //-closed extension of X; this amounts to finding, for each

y in hX— X, the set G>( v) of points in X* — X which must map onto y. Let Q>(y)

be the set of points p(!F) such that SF contains Af(y). One verifies that the sets 0(y)
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are never empty and partition X* — X, which allows one to construct a function /

from X* onto h(X) by sending the points of <P(j) onto y, and the points of X onto

themselves. To check the continuity off, let W be open in hX and let U= W n X.

f~1(W) is equal to i/plus the set of ideal points p(ß~) such that F e <b(y) for some

y in W— U. But then F contains U, so £/ u {p(ß~)} is open and therefore/" *( IP) is

open.

Corollary 4.5. Let X and Y be Hausdorff spaces, and let f: X -* Y be a con-

tinuous, open function. Then f can be extended to a continuous function f: X* -> Y*.

Note that the Katëtov extension is characterized up to isomorphism as the pro-

jective maximum 77-closed extension.

5. The Katëtov extension and its semiregularization.

Theorem 5.1. Let (X, t) be any topological space. If F is a (free) r-ultrafilter

on X, then ß~s = F n rsis a (free) Ts-ultrafilter. If F and ré are distinct r-ultrafilters,

so are ¿Fs and (SS. If'IF' is a (free) Ts-ultrafilter, then there is a unique (free) r-ultra-

filter & containing &' and 9t=&~'.

Proof. The proof is straightforward and is omitted.

Throughout the remainder of this section (X, t) will be assumed to be Hausdorff,

whence (by (2.14)) (X, tA is also Hausdorff.

Theorem 5.2. 77ze identity map t of X can be extended to a continuous, onto, one-

to-one function t*:(X*, t*)-+(X', t's), where (X', t's) is the Katëtov extension of

(X rs).

Proof. Define t*(p(F"))—p(FA. t* is one-to-one and onto by Theorem 5.1. To

show that t* is continuous, let U e t's and partition U into U1 = Un X and U2

= U— X, cf., the notation established in §4, preparatory to Theorem 4.3. Thus,

U1 e ts, U2cl(Uu r'A and t*'\U) = U1 u t*~\U2). Note that if the ideal point

p(F) belongs to t*'1(U2), then^f^) belongs to U2, whence J^ (and therefore J2")

must contain U1. As Ux u {p(F)} is open and t*~x(U) is a union of such sets, it is

also open.

Corollary 5.3. Let U be a rs-open subset of X. Then t* maps the set I(U, t*)

onto I(U, t's).

Proof. It follows from the proof of Theorem 5.2 that t*(I(U, t*))=>I(U, r'A.

If p(F) belongs to I(U, t*), then F contains U, and since Ue ts, ß^ also contains

U and therefore p(Fs) = t*(p(P)) belongs to I(U, t's).

Theorem 5.4. t* induces a homeomorphism tf of(X*, (t*)s) onto (X', (t's)s).

Proof, t* and t* are the same function; hence, t* is one-to-one and onto. To

show that is* is continuous, let U=a's(U) be a regular open set in r's. We must show

that t*~x(U) is regular open in r*. By Theorem 4.3(d), an open set C/in the Katëtov
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extension of (A", a) is regular open if and only if U1 is o regular open and U2

= I(U1,o*). Since í*-1(í/)=t/1Uí*-1(/(í71, t;))=L/1u/(í/1, r*) by Corollary

5.3, and U1 is rs-regular open, hence a priori r-regular open, we are done. Since

(A-*, (t*)s) is minimal Hausdorff (2.16), t* is a homeomorphism.

Theorem 5.5. Let i: (X, t) -> (X*, t*) and is: (X, rs) -*■ (A", t's) be the usual

embedding functions. Let p: (X*, r*) -> (X*, (t*)s) and ps: (X', r's) -> (A"', (t's)s)

be the identity maps. The following diagram is commutative.

(X, r) -Ï-+ (X*, r*) -^ (A-*, (t*)s)

t t* \t*

(X, rs)   -A-> (A", O -^-> (A"', (rO.)

Furthermore, ps ° is is a dense embedding, and t* is a homeomorphism.

Proof. The commutativity of the diagram is easy to check. Since the sets of the

form U1 u I(U1, t's) with Ux r-regular open are a basis of (A", (t's)s) and since the

ps ° i, inverse image of such a set is U^, it is clear that ps ° i, is an embedding. It is a

dense embedding since z's is a dense embedding.

Corollary 5.6. X can be densely embedded in a minimal Hausdorff space if and

only if X is Hausdorff and semiregular.

Proof. If X is densely embedded in a minimal Hausdorff space, then X is Haus-

dorff since Hausdorff is a hereditary property. A'is semiregular since semiregularity

is hereditary on dense subsets [18, Theorem 65]. Conversely, if A'is Hausdorff and

semiregular, then p ° / in Corollary 5.6 is a dense embedding since t is the identity

homeomorphism.

The last theorem was also obtained by Banaschewski [4] in a different manner.

Katëtov [16] gives a simple method of embedding any Hausdorff space in a semi-

regular Hausdorff space, so any Hausdorff space can be embedded in a minimal

Hausdorff space. This answers a question posed by Berri in [7].

6. //-closed extensions and Stone-Weierstrass property.

Definition. Let (X, t) be Hausdorff and semiregular. Let ¡j.X= X* and /x = (i *)s.

(fiX, ff) will be called the Katëtov minimal Hausdorff extension of (A", t).

Theorem 6.1. Let X be completely regular, ixA" the Katëtov minimal Hausdorff

extension of X, and (ßX, ß) the Stone-Cech compactification of X. There is a con-

tinuous, onto function <f> : [p.X, ¡j) -> (ßX, ß) which extends the identity map of X.

Proof. By 4.4, there is a continuous, onto function /: (X*, r*) ->> (ßX, ß) such

that/(x) = x for x in X. By (2.15), <f> : (X*, (r)*A -* (ßX, ß) : y -+f(y) is continuous.
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Theorem 6.2. Let X be completely regular. The following are equivalent:

(a) fiX is isomorphic to ßX,

(b) <j>:fiX-*ßXis 1-1,

(c) fiX is compact, and

(d) fj.X is Urysohn.

Proof, (a) implies (b) is obvious, (b) implies (a) follows from the fact that ¡xX is

minimal Hausdorff. The equivalence of (c) and (d) follows from (2.17). (a) implies

(c) is obvious, (c) implies (a) follows from the well-known fact that any Hausdorff

compactification of X which is projectively larger than ßX is isomorphic to ßX.

If ¡iX and ßX are isomorphic, we will identify them and write ¡j.X=ßX.

Theorem 6.3. fj.X=ßX if and only if(X, t) is regular and satisfies the condition

that for each pair F, <§ of distinct free r-ultrafilter, there are open sets U in F and

V in <$ such that t(U) n t(F)= 0.

Proof. Necessity is obvious. Conversely, suppose X is regular and satisfies the

above condition. It suffices to show that X* is Urysohn, for then by (2.17), ¡j.X is

compact. Let x and y be distinct points of A^*.If one (or both) of the points lie in X,

it is easy to check that x and y have disjoint closed neighborhoods. Suppose

x=p(F) and y=p(&). By hypothesis, there are open sets U in F and I/in ^ such

that r(U)n r(V)=0, and U' = U u {p(F)} and V'=Vu{p(&)} are open

neighborhoods of p(F) and p(<S). By Theorem 4.3(b), t*(U') = t(U) u I(U) and

r*(V') = r(V)KJl(V). Clearly, I(U) n I(V) is void whence r*(U') n t*(V) is

void.

Definition. Following Katëtov [ 15], we will say that a subset M of X is regularly

nowhere dense if there are disjoint open sets i/and F such that t(M) = t(U) n t(V).

Note that every closed, regularly nowhere dense set is a subset of the boundary

of a regular open set, while every boundary of a regular open set is also regularly

nowhere dense. Thus the hypothesis that every regularly nowhere dense set is

compact can be replaced (as Flachsmeyer [10] does) by the hypothesis that regular

open sets have compact boundaries. This condition is satisfied in infinite discrete

spaces but not in the real line.

Katëtov in [14], [15] proved that p.X=ßX if and only if Xis completely regular

and every regularly nowhere dense closed set in X is compact. He obtained this

result through the use of combinatorial embeddings. The next theorem is a direct

proof of this fact under the weaker hypothesis that X is regular.

Theorem 6.4. fiX=ßX if and only if X is regular and every regularly nowhere

dense closed set in X is compact.

Proof. Suppose ¡x.X=ßX. Jifis clearly regular, and if M is a regularly nowhere

dense closed set in X, then there are disjoint open sets L^ and U2 such that M

= r(U-A n t(U2). For i = 1, 2, a¿X- UA = X- r(Ut) whence

(x-tuiïunx-TOiM e m,
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and therefore IF=Ui2=i (X-r(UA) u I(X-t(UA). A"-M is a dense open set in X

and, hence, belongs to every r-ultrafilter. Since X-M=(X-t(U1)) u (X-t(U2)),

then I(X— t(UA) u I(X— r(U2)) = if.X— X. Thus If is a /¿-open set containing

fiX— X and missing M. Hence, ix(M) = r(M) = M is compact. Conversely, if X is

regular and every regularly nowhere dense closed set in A'is compact, it is straight-

forward to check that the conditions of Theorem 6.3 are satisfied.

Corollary 6.5. If X is Hausdorff and semiregular and every regularly nowhere

dense closed set in X is compact, then X is completely regular and fj.X=ßX.

Proof. The argument is routine since the hypothesis guarantees that there is a

basis of open neighborhoods of each point having compact boundaries.

Katëtov [15] proved that, in a Hausdorff space X, a necessary and sufficient

condition for each nowhere dense closed set in X to be compact is that the subset

of nonisolated points of X be compact. Since regularly nowhere dense sets are no-

where dense, then in Hausdorff spaces with a finite number of nonisolated points

(in particular, discrete spaces), the Katëtov minimal Hausdorff extension is iso-

morphic to the Stone-Cech compactification.

Definition. Let C*(X) denote the ring of bounded, real-valued continuous

functions on X. A set K<= C*(A") is said to separate points if for each pair of distinct

points x and y in X, there is a function/in A'such that f(x)=£f(y).

Definition. A space X has the Stone-Weierstrass property if A" is completely

Hausdorff and any subring K<= C*(A") which separates points has the property that

each/in C*(X) is the uniform limit of a sequence of functions in K.

Lemma 6.6. (X, t) has the Stone- Weierstrass property if and only if (X, ts) has

the Stone- Weierstrass property.

Proof. The proof follows from (2.15).

Theorem 6.7. Let X be H-closed, then the following are equivalent:

(a) X is Urysohn.

(b) X is completely Hausdorff, and

(c) X has the Stone- Weierstrass property.

Proof. Clearly, (c) implies (b) and (b) implies (a). To show (a) implies (c),

suppose X is Urysohn, then (X, ts) is compact Hausdorff, and by a theorem of

Stone, (A", ts) has the Stone-Weierstrass property. By Lemma 6.6, X has the

Stone-Weierstrass property.

In [1] Alexandroff states that it is not known whether the Katëtov extension has

the Stone-Weierstrass property; the next theorem answers this question not only

for completely regular spaces but in complete generality.

Theorem 6.8. Let X be Hausdorff. The Katëtov extension (X*, t*) of(X, t) has

the Stone-Weierstrass property if and only if every regularly nowhere dense rs-closed

set in (X, ts) is compact.
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Proof. Suppose (X*, t*) has the Stone-Weierstrass property. Let (p-'X, p.') be the

Katëtov minimal Hausdorff extension of (X, ts). By Theorem 5.4, (p-'X, p,') is

homeomorphic to (X*, (t*)s) which is compact by (2.17). By Theorem 6.4, every

regularly nowhere dense rs-closed set in (X, tA is compact in (X, rA. Conversely,

suppose the above condition holds. By Corollary 6.5, (¡i'X, p,') is compact

Hausdorff, and by Theorem 5.5, (X*, (t*)s) is compact Hausdorff and, hence, has

the Stone-Weierstrass property. By Lemma 6.6, (X*, t*) has the Stone-Weierstrass

property.

We now proceed to solve the problem proposed by Ponomarev.

Lemma 6.9. Let X be Hausdorff and X* the Katëtov extension of X. If i/c X is

T-clopen and M=t*(U), then (M, (t*)m) is the Katëtov extension of U.

Proof. r*(U)=U u I(U) in X*, and t*(U) is 77-closed by (2.2). Let (U*, (ru)*)

be the Katëtov extension of (U, tv). For each p(F) e I(U), FU={V&F~\ K<= U}

is a free T^-ultrafilter. Furthermore, each free T^-ultrafilter '§ is contained in a

unique free r-ultrafilter 3tf and ^U = (S. Thus, the function/: t*(U) -> U* defined

hy/(x) = x for x in U and f(p(F)) = p(Fu) for p(F~) in I(U) is one-to-one and onto.

It is straightforward to show that / is continuous. By the comment following

Corollary 4.5, the lemma is established.

Construction 6.10. Let (X, t) be completely regular, and let (X*, r*) be the

Katëtov extension of (X, t). Following Katëtov [13], we define the relation S on

X* by pSq if and only if for each/in C*(X),f(p)=f(q) where p,qe X*. Let pX

be the decomposition space X*/S, tr: X ^¡- pX the natural projection, and p the

quotient topology pX induced by it. If more than one topology on X is involved,

then (pX, p) will be denoted by (pX, p(r)). Using the fact that every/in C*(X)

can be extended to X* and the fact that X is completely regular, we see that the

only points which get identified in pA"are points of X* — X. For p(F) in X* — X,

let S(F) denote its equivalence class. The open neighborhood {p(F)} u U maps

onto U u {S(F)}, and this is saturated if and only if U belongs to every free

T-ultrafilter & for which p(&) belongs to S(F). Thus the sets {S(F)} u U, as U

ranges over the largest T-filter contained in all the r-ultrafilters equivalent to ¡F,

form a neighborhood base of S(F).

Theorem 6.11. Let X be completely regular and pX the space constructed

in 6.10.

(a) pX is an H-closed, completely Hausdorff extension of X.

(b) (pX, ps) is isomorphic to (ßX, ß).

(c) X is C*-embedded in pX.

(a) pX is the projective maximum among H-closed, completely Hausdorff ex-

tensions of X.

(e) If £/<= X is T-clopen and M=p(U), then (M, pM) is isomorphic to (pU, z>(Tt/))-

(f) If X=A u 77 where A, B are disjoint, clopen sets, then (pX, p) is isomorphic to

the space which is the topological sum of the spaces (pA, p(ta)) and (pB, p(rB)).
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Proof, (a), (b), (c) are proven in [13].

Proof of (d). Suppose (hX, h) is an //-closed, completely Hausdorff extension of

X. By Theorem 4.4 there is a continuous, onto function/: X* -> hX. It is straight-

forward to show that/o -n'1 is well defined and continuous.

Proof of (e). Let N=r*(U). By Lemma 6.9, it suffices to show that the relation

S of 6.10 on (A"*, t*) relative to (N, rjj) is the same as the relation of 6.10 (denote

this relation by T) placed on (N, t*-). Denote the trace of S on (X*, t*) relative to

(N, t*,) by SN. If two points of N are separated by a function/in C*(X*), then

f\NeC*(N); so T^SN. If two points of N are separated by / in C*(N), then

define g by g—f\u for x in U and g(x)=0 for x in X—U. Since U is clopen,

then g e C*(X), and g can be extended to g' in C*(A"*), and clearly g'\N=f.

So SN<=T.

Proof of (f ). Every point of A can be separated from every point of B by the

real-valued continuous function g which takes the value 0 on A and 1 on B and g

can be extended to a g' in C*(A"*) [13]. Since every free r-ultrafilter must contain

A or B, g'(p(&)) = 0 or g'(p(&))=\. If A e JT and p(9) e S(&), then A e ST; so,

SO^") e o(,4) or S(¡F) e p(ß). This shows that oA" is isomorphic to the topological

sum of p(A) and p(B). By (e), pX is isomorphic to the topological sum of (pA, p(rA))

and (pB, p(tb)) which establishes (f).

The extension (pX, p) of 6.10 of a completely regular space is an //-closed, com-

pletely Hausdorff space and, by Theorem 6.7, has the Stone-Weierstrass property.

The next theorem answers the question by Ponomarev.

Theorem 6.12. The extension pX of a completely regular space X is compact if

and only if X is compact.

Proof. Suppose A'is compact, then X* = X=pX; hence, pX is compact. Con-

versely, suppose pX is compact. Since X is open in pX, then X is locally compact.

If M is a nowhere dense closed subset of X, then X— M is an open dense subset of

A" and, therefore, is contained in every free r-ultrafilter. Then, (X— M) u (A"* —A")

is a T*-open; so, p(M)=tt(t*(M)) = M and M is compact. In [15] Katëtov proves

that a locally compact space X in which every nowhere dense closed set is compact

is the topological sum of a compact space A and a discrete space B. Since pX is

compact, then pX is isomorphic to ßX by Theorem 6.11(b). Since A is compact,

then pA=A=ßA. By Theorem 6.11(f) and the corresponding theorem for the

Stone-Cech compactification, we have that pB is isomorphic to ßB. Since B is

discrete, then pB = B*. So, ßB is isomorphic to B* which happens only if B is finite

since the discrete space B*—B is homeomorphic to the compact space ßB—B.

Thus B is finite, and since X=A u B, A'is compact.
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